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The Japan Association for Self-Access Learning (JASAL) Student Conference 

2021 was held on Saturday afternoon, November 27th online on Zoom. Thirty-two students 

from 12 universities across Japan joined in the event as users or student staff in Self-Access 

Learning Centers (SALCs), and two students participated from the University of 

Guanajuato in Mexico. There were also four teachers, including learning advisors and 

administrators in the field of self-access learning. The purpose of this event was to share the 

experiences of student staff who have worked hard to improve their learning spaces and to 

develop action plans through discussions.  

 

Outline of the Conference 

The conference started with a warm greeting from one of the conference 

administrators. Before we moved on to presentations, the administrator reminded us of the 

conference goals so that individual students could achieve their own purposes of 

participating in the event. The presentations were given by 11 groups of students. They were 

divided into three sections consisting of three to four presentations per section. After every 

session, small-group discussions were held for approximately 10 minutes. When we 

finished the final round of discussion, we went back to the main room and reflected on the 

conference as a whole. The event was closed with the final remarks which encouraged the 

participants to keep working on towards the advancement of SALCs.  

 

My Initial Purpose for Participating in the Conference 

I had previously participated in both the 2019 and 2020 JASAL student 

conferences. In 2019, I joined with my friends as presenters to introduce “Global Plaza,” a 

language learning center at Meijo University in Nagoya. In 2020, I again attended the 
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conference to listen to presentations given by other university students and exchanged 

opinions with them. Since I experienced these opportunities, I became interested in studying 

English education and I entered graduate school at Nanzan University.  

I had two main reasons for participating in the 2021 JASAL Student Conference. 

First, I am interested in the current status of SALCs in different locations. I wanted to know 

whether or how the situation has changed since I participated in the last conference. 

Regarding my second reason, I joined in the event with the expectation that I could have 

meaningful discussions with other students by exchanging our opinions. Through my 

Master’s course, I have increased my understanding of language learning. Therefore, I 

expected that new discoveries would be generated by the event and could also figure out the 

present circumstances of English learning among university students. 

 

Presentations 

The presentations given by the students covered a wide range of topics about 

language learning experience in SALCs. Some groups introduced their centers and the 

facilities. Based on their explanations, the different areas of studying English are intended to 

offer learners an optimal learning environment which suits their specific needs, such as 

interacting with people in English, conducting group projects, practicing writing essays, and 

studying English with media. The student staff also created original services in order to 

make their learning centers more interesting for other student users. There were some 

universities which set similar goals for their self-access learning centers. They aim at 

increasing the learners’ understanding on international cultures through foreign language 

experience. A center at Reitaku University in Chiba Prefecture assigns teachers to the 

learning lounge who come from several different countries. It gives the students an 
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opportunity to practice other languages including Chinese and German.  

As one of main topics for the conference, many presenters talked about how they 

overcame the situation of COVID-19. Kyoto University of Foreign Studies attempted 

virtual events which allowed SALC users to interact with international students. Another 

university used SNS for live-streaming their activities. On the other hand, although it was 

difficult to have physical contact with people, Gifu Shotoku Gakuen University held a 

dancing event inviting children from the University affiliated elementary school. In this 

case, the student staff coped with a lot of challenges which arose due to the pandemic, 

through their creativity. For example, they illustrated the instructions of dance on a big 

board so that the elementary school students could visually understand what to do without 

verbally explaining.  

Regarding personal successful experience in SALCs, one student reported what she 

achieved through working as a student staff. She said that her leadership skills were 

improved by obtaining advice from teachers at the center. She noticed that it is crucial to 

make a good relationship between members when she organizes a group of students. In 

addition, she emphasized that she gained unexpected personal development: creativity and 

technical skills. These were fostered by her experience planning the center’s activities and 

promoting those events using social media. She stated in her conclusion that such abilities 

can be useful for her future job. Another student from a different university reported her 

story of being a peer advisor. Since she has been taking advising sessions with her advisor, 

she was interested in supporting other students by becoming a student advisor in her SALC. 

This experience made her grow as an English learner and a person.  

 

Discussions 
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There were three rounds of discussion. Each group had four students and one 

student was assigned the role of a leader. We met different group members every time and 

the discussions were held by students themselves without teachers. Many students were 

especially interested in the reports of Gifu Shotoku Gakuen University students who carried 

out a dance activity with elementary school students. Although the discussion topic was 

given by a conference administrator in advance, my group members expanded the topic 

through exchanging our ideas, referring to what we want to try in our learning spaces and 

what was a new notion in other students’ presentations.  

In the final discussion, the leader in our team summarized that a lot of centers are 

facing two issues. One is that there is a difficulty among student staff about how to provide 

effective support for users dealing with their different language levels. To solve this, we 

discussed that it is vital to pay attention to students who are not confident with their English 

skills. By making a comfortable environment, it is important to create a secure atmosphere 

for all users. The second point is that it became difficult to promote events since few users 

came to the centers because of the pandemic. Student staff are struggling how to let other 

students know about the working activities which are available either in the center or online. 

It seemed difficult for the student staff to come up with even better ideas. Many students in 

the discussion agreed that further improvements are necessary. 

 

My Thoughts 

When I participated in the student conference two years ago, I was surprised by the 

scale of SALCs and I was overwhelmed by the other students’ passion, efforts, and their 

language performance. This time, however, I had different perspectives on the matter. I 

could not only reflect on my experience when I was a user, but I also considered what is 
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necessary for the development of SALCs. 

I will summarize my impressions through two points. First, I thought that the 

functions of self-access centers as a language learning space will develop even more. As 

Reitaku University has already implemented, the environment for practicing other foreign 

languages beside English will be introduced in other centers, too. Furthermore, it is 

anticipated that the ways of providing services are going to be extended. Since COVID-19 

made it difficult to continue the centers’ usual physical operation, an online system was 

employed by student staff. Consequently, it led to the discovery of a new form of English 

learning. SALCs can effectively adopt the advantages of both digital and personal services. 

It seems that SALCs keep evolving their roles and the environment as an important 

language learning space. 

The second point that I found from the students’ personal reports is that many of 

them perceive their growth, and the trajectories are individually different. Regarding the 

difference of the environment of self-access learning centers, it is attributed to various 

aspects, for example, the size, the number of staff including teachers and students, and the 

necessity of English learning. That causes different kinds of issues which students have to 

deal with in their context. From the presentations and group discussion, it appeared that 

student staff cooperate with others to overcome their problems. On this point, it can be said 

that students accumulate their experience through interacting with people around them. 

Such social interactive experience, in turn, contributes to increasing the self-awareness of 

learners. I thought that the social learning space benefits students’ personal growth, and the 

process is involved not only with their working experience but also with people they meet 

in individual learning contexts.  
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Suggestions 

 The main objective which self-access learning centers have is to foster learner 

autonomy. The concept of autonomy can be defined as “the capacity to take control over 

one’s own learning” (Benson, 2011, p. 58). In an educational context, it is regarded as one 

of the primary goals because it leads to attaining life-long learning (Raya et al., 2017). In 

some presentations, students concluded that the ability they have acquired from working 

and studying in SALCs will be useful after they graduate from university. From these 

comments, I was interested in how they will make use of their autonomous ability from now 

on in their life. This is because the outcomes are individual and beyond language learning. 

According to the definition of autonomy, it seems that the learners could employ the ability 

in a situation where they have to manage tasks. In other words, the outcomes of autonomy 

are likely to be perceived in that learners become able to act efficiently and independently.  

More importantly, however, we should pay attention to what kinds of factors induced 

such behavioral changes of learners. There are some possible questions, such as what 

increases learners’ sense of agency or what encourages learners to have confidence in their 

own decisions. It is considered that these inquiries are highly attributed to learner factors 

including motivation, beliefs, and identity. One of the presenters who mentioned her 

personal development as a user stated that after she completed a course of self-learning 

modules, she realized what she wants to value the most. Drawing on this reflection, self-

access learning experience affects learners to increase self-understanding, leading to 

developing self-confidence. I would like to suggest that a learners’ concept of self is a key 

aspect to understand learner autonomy, in terms of which it is internalized and underlies the 

person, and thus it plays an important role for individuals to make decisions and determine 

their everyday actions.  
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Conclusion 

Through joining in the JASAL student conference 2021, I could perceive that a lot 

of students have succeeded in their language learning by engaging in SALCs. One of the 

reasons for this is it seems that the students not only enhance their language skills, but also 

feel a significance of doing the job or study in SALCs. These kinds of senses cannot emerge 

without having confidence in oneself. Considering the individual characteristics of learners, 

what they would like to be as an English user or where they find the meaning of English 

learning depends on the learners. Therefore, ‘successful English learning experience’ cannot 

be defined in simple words as a commonly shared understanding. Once the learner becomes 

aware of the self as a learner and a person, it can lead to exerting their real agency in 

society. In this matter, I would like to contribute so that more learners can realize their own 

successful experience of language learning and be able to find individual autonomy in their 

life.  
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